
THE LOCAL SOURCE FOR ALL THINGS 
LIFESTYLE AND LIVING

A monthly guide to luxury living in our beautiful county, 
The Suffolk Resident covers all manner of topics, from local 

events and restaurants, to fashion, beauty and travel.
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From geometric to floral prints,  
why anything goes in the world of 

wallpapers this spring
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Fabulous food
The very latest food and drink news from 

across the county; from new restaurants and 

reviews, to inspiring recipes to ensure the 

magazine will be a staple on coffee tables for 

months to come.

Outdoor living
The Suffolk Resident inspires readers with 

garden designs, landscaping ideas and 

outdoor living areas.

Out & About
Our readers have disposable income and 

love going to social events. The entertainment 

section of The Suffolk Resident shares local 

concerts, events, transport options and 

motoring ideas including test drives and 

luxury/family motors.

Inspirational Interiors
Our readers are proud of their homes and are 

always on the look out for home improvement 

ideas, advice from experts and current trends.

Future Proof
Technology is at the heart of every household, 

from smart phones to smart homes. The 

Suffolk Resident shows readers how to keep 

up with the times.

Health & Wellbeing
Engaging editorial on physical and mental 

health is incredibly important - 73% of our 

audience get health checks regularly even 

when they feel fine. With industry experts, 

The Suffolk Resident advises and informs the 

audience about how to keep fit, healthy and 

looking their best.

CONTENT & FEATURES

The Suffolk Resident is the high quality, glossy, 
affluent lifestyle magazine for the county 
of Suffolk.

Full of excellent editorial targeted at the ideal, 
local audience - you can be sure that your brand 
will have the best impact and you will get the 
best return on your investment.

Looked after by its very own editor, Georgia 
Watson; The Suffolk Resident promises to be 
the county’s perfect guide to luxury living.

WORKING 
HARDER
FOR YOU…

I’m incredibly excited to be a part of The Suffolk 
Resident. We will bring you the very latest events 
that are happening across Suffolk, as well as 
stunning fashion and beauty buys from our 
local boutiques, gorgeous properties for sale and 
interior inspiration.
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Throughout the year we will cover the hot topics and events in the county, from large festivals such as Latitude and 
The Suffolk Show, through to smaller events such as the INK Festival. We also plan to focus on weddings twice a year, in 
February and September, as well as regularly including  features for children’s activities and events.
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Source: GB TGI Q2 2016

The Suffolk Resident is targeted at homeowners 
in the county who own homes worth between 
£400,000 and £749,000.

To help you get the best return on investment 
possible, The Suffolk Resident will be 
distributed direct into their homes and be 
available to pick up in the places they shop.

These affluent readers love local businesses and 
are proud of the area they live in. They are home 
owners with disposable income to spend on the 
finer things in life and they care about quality 
and innovation.

OUR 
AUDIENCE

70% 

spend a lot of money 

on food

62% 

enjoy owning good 

quality things

54% 
like to buy technology 

that makes their lives 

easier at home

We aim to promote local high-end, quality 

brands and products, to the right customer 

– those with greater disposable incomes who 

aspire to a luxury lifestyle.
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With targeted distribution, The Suffolk 
Resident can place your message into 
10,000 high-value homes with residents 
aged between 30 and 65 years old. 

Copies will also be available to pick up at 
selected Adnams stores, Glasswells and 
Suffolk Food Hall to help you reach more 
people, more often.

10,000 copies distributed 

to homes valued between 

£400k and £749k

Audience aged 30-65 

years old

Pick up points in food halls 

and selected furniture and 

wine stores across 

the county

For more information or to book your 
place, please contact:

Chris Grover
Sales Manager

T:  01473 324559

M: 07557 232144

E: Chris.Grover@archant.co.uk

Rates
 1 insertion 3 insertions 6 insertions 12 insertions

Full Page £643 £579 £514 £450

Half Page £429 £386 £343 £300

Quarter Page £250 £225 £200 £175

Directory £64 £58 £51 £45

Pagination 84 pages
Booking deadline 1st of every month
Published Once per month

Prices exclude VAT

DISTRIBUTION


